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What Does Frenching a Bone Mean? - thespruceeats.com The most common examples of frenched meat can be found in a crown roast, whether it is beef, pork or
lamb, whose rib ends are scraped clean of all meat, fat, and sinew.The ribs are then formed into a circle or crown shape and sewn together with butcher's twine, so it
stands up. The Meaning of "Frenched" in Food Preparation Frenched is a culinary term for the process of cutting away fat and meat from the bone end of a rib chop
or steak for esthetic presentation. Frenched - Definition and Cooking Information - RecipeTips.com The process of cutting food in a specific way to assist with the
preparation of the item. When vegetables such as beans, peppers or potatoes are cut into long thin strips, the preparation process refers to the vegetables as being
"frenched.

Urban Dictionary: frenching a form of affection or kissing between two people that when x-rayed would look like a worm fight. Two slimy things going at it. It is
also often referred to as spit swapping, tonsul hockey, tounge dancing, or worm wrestling. Frenched - definition of frenched by The Free Dictionary French (frÄ•nch)
adj. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of France or its people or culture. 2. Of or relating to the French language. n. 1. The Romance language of France, parts of
Switzerland and Belgium, and other countries formerly under French influence or control. How to French a Rack of Lamb | SimplyRecipes.com A â€œrackâ€• of
lamb is a section of ribs, usually 7, sometimes 8 lamb chops in one piece. A classic way to prepare rack of lamb is with the bones â€œfrenchedâ€• or exposed.

Frenching (automobile) - Wikipedia Frenching is the act of recessing or moulding a headlight, taillight, antenna or number plate into a car body to give a smoother
look to the vehicle. The name originates from the end result looking like a French cuff of a shirt sleeve, which has a ridge at the end. Also known as tunnelling, it is a
common modification used on leadsleds and customs since the 1930s.
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